What is included: transfer from and to airport; all transport costs; all entry tickets and
entertainments; Lunch in Saami and Husky center in Lovozero; 2 Northern Lights huntings (if you
won't see Aurora during first 2 nights, or it will be very weak, we will do third night of Aurora hunt for
free); photography during the tour including photos with Aurora.
What is extra: food that is not mentioned above (around 700-1500 RUB for lunch or dinner per
person); Murmansk accommodation. Food in restaurants and hotels are not included in a tour
because we don't want to limit our tourists. During the tour you may want to try some specific
Northern food that is more expensive than standard food. If your group need video clip, not only
photos, we can also make a cool video about your adventures. The price of video is 10000 Rubles
per group.
--------

"ADVENTURE LOVER" package
Day 1:
- Transfer from the airport, check in the hotel and lunch in the nice restaurant of traditional Russian cuisine
- Murmansk city tour. Murmansk is the largest city in the world located inside Polar Circle. We will learn about history of
Murmansk that is deeply connected with World War I and World War II. We'll see Alyosha - a majestic monument to Soviet
defenders of Arctic in WW-II with very deep meaning. Russia is a Orthodox Christian country, so during the city tour we will visit 2
main orthodox churches of Murmansk: Saviour on Waters (beautiful white church) and Kola Feodorit (The church built of wood in
traditional architectural style).
- Ice-Breaker "Lenin". It's first in the world Nuclear powered icebreaker - the miracle of Soviet engineering! Construction
of Lenin was a first step in new era of nuclear engines for civil vehicles and researching of Arctic! Not many people know that
diesel-powered Icebreakers could operate in the Arctic only for 2 month, but Lenin could operate around 3,5 years! It was most
technologically advanced vehicle in the world of that time! And these technology helped to explore Arctic Ocean, it's flora and
fauna, oil and gas places and ocean streams. Also Icbreakers are used in rescue missions ro save ships and submarines which
are stuck in the ice. Today Russia is the only country in the world that owns nuclear-powered icebreaking fleet!
- Dinner in the authentic restaurant of Russian and Nordic cuisine. We will go to one of the best reataurants of
Murmansk to try some local specification like Russian cuisine, wild meat, local nordic fish and seafood :-)
- The most amazing part of your trip - Aurora hunting at night.

Day 2:
- Meeting in the hotel and driving to Teriberka! The road to Teriberka lies through the tundra and beautiful scenaries of
northern nature. And of course on the way we will have several stops in beautiful places for taking pictures :-) Teriberka
itself is a small fishing village on the shore of Arctic ocean. We'll see old ships on the shore, visit beautiful cliffs and mountains,

we will see the beach with big round rocks that we call "dinosaur's eggs" and see amazing waterfall. These places are quite
remote from the village, that's why we can reach them by car in autumn, and during winter time it is possible to visit these
places only by snowmobile, so if you come in winterwe will have an exciting snowmobile ride with a sleigh as well :-)
- Dinner in the restaurant in Teriberka with a view of Arctic Ocean. And trust me, it's the best place to eat delicious King
Crab ;-)
- After admiring beautiful nature of Teriberka, depending on weather, we can stay there to watch Aurora or go back to
Murmansk and try to catch Aurora on the way or will go to another place for Aurora hunting if the weather in Teriberka and
Tundra will be bad :-)

Day 3:
- Trip to Arctic Land center near Lovozero village (Saami village + Husky farm). This will be one of the most interesting
and exciting days of your trip! We start from Murmansk in the morning and have a journey of 160 km from the city. Arctic Land is
located deep in the forest, so during the trip we will admire breathtaking views of the nordic forest, trees covered with a snow, you
will get to real winter wonderland :-) On arrival we will have a lecture about Saami people - the indiginous tribe that lived in
Murmansk region ages ago up to now. Traditionally they've been hunters, fishermen and reindeer herders. Religion of Saami
people is paganism with strong shamans who prayed to natural things (rivers, lakes, forests and stones). We will learn about their
culture, traditions and lifestyle, feed reindeers and will have an exciting ride with reindeer sleigh :-)
- Delicious lunch of Russian and Nordic food (included in the tour price).
- After learning about Saami culture and riding reindeers, we will have one of the most happy moments of the tour
because you will meet huskies - the most friendly and cutest dogs in the world! We will play with them, learn about the breed, and
you will have an exciting ride with dog sleigh for long distance of 1500 meters! :-)
- Depending on the result of hunting during previous 2 nights, we go back to your hotel for you to have some rest
before the flight, or we will go to Aurora hunt again if we don't see it in previous nights.

Day 4:
- Transfer to the airport and good bye hugs :-)

Prices for this package
2 tourists - 32000 Rubles
3-4 tourists - 30000 Rubles
5-6 tourists - 27000 Rubles
7-8 tourists - 26000 Rubles
9-12 tourists - 24000 Rubles
13-19 tourists - 22000 Rubles
20-30 tourists - 21000 Rubles
31 and more tourists - 19000 Rubles

"NORTH EXPLORER Murmansk" package
Day 1:
- Transfer from the airport, lunch in the nice restaurant of traditional Russian cuisine, check in the hotel
- Murmansk city tour. Murmansk is the largest city in the world located inside Polar Circle. We will learn about history of
Murmansk that is deeply connected with World War I and World War II. We'll see Alyosha - a majestic monument to Soviet
defenders of Arctic in WW-II with very deep meaning. Russia is a Orthodox Christian country, so during the city tour we will visit 2
main orthodox churches of Murmansk: Saviour on Waters (beautiful white church) and Kola Feodorit (The church built of wood in
traditional architectural style).
- Ice-Breaker "Lenin". It's first in the world Nuclear powered icebreaker - the miracle of Soviet engineering! Construction
of Lenin was a first step in new era of nuclear engines for civil vehicles and researching of Arctic! Not many people know that
diesel-powered Icebreakers could operate in the Arctic only for 2 month, but Lenin could operate around 3,5 years! It was most
technologically advanced vehicle in the world of that time! And these technology helped to explore Arctic Ocean, it's flora and
fauna, oil and gas places and ocean streams. Also Icbreakers are used in rescue missions ro save ships and submarines which
are stuck in the ice. Today Russia is the only country in the world that owns nuclear-powered icebreaking fleet!
- Dinner in the authentic restaurant of Russian and Nordic cuisine
- The most amazing part of your trip - Aurora hunting at night.

Day 2:
- Meeting in the hotel and driving to Teriberka! The road to Teriberka lies through the tundra and beautiful scenaries of
northern nature. And of course on the way we will have several stops in beautiful places for taking pictures :-) Teriberka
itself is a small fishing village on the shore of Arctic ocean. We'll see old ships on the shore, visit beautiful cliffs and mountains,
we will see the beach with big round rocks that we call "dinosaur's eggs" and see amazing waterfall. These places are quite
remote from the village, that's why we can reach them by car in autumn, and during winter time it is possible to visit these
places only by snowmobile, so if you come in winterwe will have an exciting snowmobile ride with a sleigh as well :-)
- Dinner in the restaurant in Teriberka with a view of Arctic Ocean. And trust me, it's the best place to eat King Crab ;-)
- After admiring beautiful nature of Teriberka, depending on weather, we can stay there to watch Aurora or go back to
Murmansk and try to catch Aurora on the way or will go to another place for Aurora hunting if the weather in Teriberka and
Tundra will be bad :-)

Day 3:
- Trip to Arctic Land center near Lovozero village (Saami village + Husky farm). This will be one of the most interesting
and exciting days of your trip! We start from Murmansk in the morning and have a journey of 160 km from the city. Arctic Land is
located deep in the forest, so during the trip we will admire breathtaking views of the nordic forest, trees covered with a snow, you
will get to real winter wonderland :-) On arrival we will have a lecture about Saami people - the indiginous tribe that lived in
Murmansk region ages ago up to now. Traditionally they've been hunters, fishermen and reindeer herders. Religion of Saami
people is paganism with strong shamans who prayed to natural things (rivers, lakes, forests and stones). We will learn about their
culture, traditions and lifestyle, feed reindeers and will have an exciting ride with reindeer sleigh :-)
- Delicious lunch of Russian and Nordic food (included in the tour price).

- After learning about Saami culture and riding reindeers, we will have one of the most happy moments of the tour
because you will meet huskies - the most friendly and cutest dogs in the world! We will play with them, learn about the breed, and
you will have an exciting ride with dog sleigh for long distance of 1500 meters! :-)
- Depending on the result of hunting during previous 2 nights, we go back to your hotel or will go to Aurora hunt
again if we don't see it in previous nights.

Day 4:
- Snowmobiles in Murmansk ski-resort (1 hour of driving). It's a good experience for those, who want to try driving

of snowmobile by themself. The tour will take place near Murmansk in the forest and on the hill with beautiful view of the
Murmansk. This tour includes equipment (boots, thick coats and pants, helmets, gloves to protect from cold), 1 hour of
driving. You will be riding 2 persons on 1 snowmobile (first one persons is driving, then you change).
- Skiing/snowboarding with instructor (1 hour lesson with instructor and 1-2 hours of riding by your own). You can try
this activity even if you never tried it before (or tried without good success) and want to try to learn how to do it. We will
go to the ski resort in Murmansk and will have 2-3 hours of riding (1 hour with instructor, 1-2 hours without) on the slope
for begginners (or for experienced riders if you are brave enoug). You will be provided with skiing/snowboarding
equipment (boots, poles and skies/snowboards).
- Banya (traditional Russian Sauna). Banya is the most crazy activity that you can experience in Russia! First you seat
in the steam room with hot air to heat your body "up to bones", than you have a massage with birch tree leaves and after
that you run in the street and jump in the snow! I know that it sounds crazy, but it's very good for health, makes a lot of fun and
becomes one of your best memories about trip to Russia :-D You can google what is it to understand it more properly :-) It is
available for people up to 50 years old with no problems with health (heart, lung, blood pressure).
- Farewell dinner in the hight class restaurant of international cuisine,
- Depending on the result of hunting during previous nights, we decide if we stay longer in the restaurant or will go
to Aurora hunt again if we don't see it in previous nights.

Day 5:

Transfer to the airport and good bye hugs :-)

Prices for this package:
2 tourists - 43000 Rubles
3-4 tourists - 40000 Rubles
5-6 tourists - 37000 Rubles
7-8 tourists - 36000 Rubles
9-12 tourists - 34000 Rubles
13-19 tourists - 30000 Rubles (no banya)
20-30 tourists - 29000 Rubles (no banya)
31 and more tourists - 27000 Rubles (no banya)

"NORTH EXPLORER Kirovsk" package
Day 1:
- Transfer from the airport, lunch in the nice restaurant of traditional Russian cuisine, check in the hotel
- Murmansk city tour. Murmansk is the largest city in the world located inside Polar Circle. We will learn about history of
Murmansk that is deeply connected with World War I and World War II. We'll see Alyosha - a majestic monument to Soviet
defenders of Arctic in WW-II with very deep meaning. Russia is a Orthodox Christian country, so during the city tour we will visit 2
main orthodox churches of Murmansk: Saviour on Waters (beautiful white church) and Kola Feodorit (The church built of wood in
traditional architectural style).
- Ice-Breaker "Lenin". It's first in the world Nuclear powered icebreaker - the miracle of Soviet engineering! Construction
of Lenin was a first step in new era of nuclear engines for civil vehicles and researching of Arctic! Not many people know that
diesel-powered Icebreakers could operate in the Arctic only for 2 month, but Lenin could operate around 3,5 years! It was most
technologically advanced vehicle in the world of that time! And these technology helped to explore Arctic Ocean, it's flora and
fauna, oil and gas places and ocean streams. Also Icbreakers are used in rescue missions ro save ships and submarines which
are stuck in the ice. Today Russia is the only country in the world that owns nuclear-powered icebreaking fleet!
- Dinner in the authentic restaurant of Russian and Nordic cuisine
- The most amazing part of your trip - Aurora hunting at night.

Day 2:
- Meeting in the hotel and driving to Teriberka! The road to Teriberka lies through the tundra and beautiful scenaries of
northern nature. And of course on the way we will have several stops in beautiful places for taking pictures :-) Teriberka
itself is a small fishing village on the shore of Arctic ocean. We'll see old ships on the shore, visit beautiful cliffs and mountains,
we will see the beach with big round rocks that we call "dinosaur's eggs" and see amazing waterfall. These places are quite
remote from the village, that's why we can reach them by car in autumn, and during winter time it is possible to visit these
places only by snowmobile, so if you come in winterwe will have an exciting snowmobile ride with a sleigh as well :-)
- Dinner in the restaurant in Teriberka with a view of Arctic Ocean. And trust me, it's the best place to eat King Crab ;-)
- After admiring beautiful nature of Teriberka, depending on weather, we can stay there to watch Aurora or go back to
Murmansk and try to catch Aurora on the way or will go to another place for Aurora hunting if the weather in Teriberka and
Tundra will be bad :-)

Day 3:
- Trip to Arctic Land center near Lovozero village (Saami village + Husky farm). This will be one of the most interesting
and exciting days of your trip! We start from Murmansk in the morning and have a journey of 160 km from the city. Arctic Land is
located deep in the forest, so during the trip we will admire breathtaking views of the nordic forest, trees covered with a snow, you
will get to real winter wonderland :-) On arrival we will have a lecture about Saami people - the indiginous tribe that lived in
Murmansk region ages ago up to now. Traditionally they've been hunters, fishermen and reindeer herders. Religion of Saami
people is paganism with strong shamans who prayed to natural things (rivers, lakes, forests and stones). We will learn about their
culture, traditions and lifestyle, feed reindeers and will have an exciting ride with reindeer sleigh :-)
- Delicious lunch of Russian and Nordic food (included in the tour price).

- After learning about Saami culture and riding reindeers, we will have one of the most happy moments of the tour
because you will meet huskies - the most friendly and cutest dogs in the world! We will play with them, learn about the breed, and
you will have an exciting ride with dog sleigh for long distance of 1500 meters! :-)

- After Arctic Land we are going to Kirovsk.
- Banya (traditional Russian Sauna). Banya is the most crazy activity that you can experience in Russia! First you seat
in the steam room with hot air to heat your body "up to bones", than you have a massage with birch tree leaves and after
that you run in the street and jump in the snow! I know that it sounds crazy, but it's very good for health, makes a lot of fun and
becomes one of your best memories about trip to Russia :-D You can google what is it to understand it more properly :-) It is
available for people up to 50 years old with no problems with health (heart, lung, blood pressure).
- Depending on the result of hunting during previous 2 nights, we go back to your hotel or will go to Aurora hunt
again if we don't see it in previous nights.
- Overnight in Kirovsk.

Day 4:
- Snowmobiles in Kirovsk (3 hours of driving). It's a good experience for those, who want to get real snowmobile

adventure with breathtaking views of nature. Depending on weather conditions, he tour will take place in Khibiny
mountains or on the frozen lake and beautiful pine forest. This tour includes equipment (boots, thick coats and pants,
helmets, gloves to protect from cold), 3 hours of driving. You will be riding 2 persons on 1 snowmobile (first one persons is
driving, then you change).
- Snowvillage visiting. It's a unique complex made of ice and snow with a lot of sculptures and scenes created
by ice-cutting masters from Russia and other countries of the world.
- Driving back to Murmansk.
- Farewell dinner in the hight class restaurant of international cuisine,
- Depending on the result of hunting during previous nights, we decide if we stay longer in the restaurant or will go
to Aurora hunt again if we don't see it in previous nights.

Day 5:

Transfer to the airport and good bye hugs :-)

Prices for this package:
2 tourists - 46000 Rubles
3-4 tourists - 43000 Rubles
5-6 tourists - 40000 Rubles
7-8 tourists - 39000 Rubles
9-12 tourists - 37000 Rubles
13-19 tourists - 33000 Rubles (no banya)
20-30 tourists - 32000 Rubles (no banya)
31 and more tourists - 30000 Rubles (no banya)

Clothes rental
We are happy to offer you our winter clothes rental service too. We have high quality windproof winter clothes and shoes for
extremely cold weather (up to -35 degrees). You can order jackets, pants, mittens, hats and high-top boots for protection from cold
and snow.
Prices for clothes:
Boots - 1000 Rubles per person for the whole tour;
Jacket - 1000 Rubles per person for the whole tour;
Pants - 1000 Rubles per person for the whole tour;
Mittens - 300 Rubles per person for the whole tour;
Hat - 300 Rubles per person for the whole tour;
Jacket+pants+mittens+hat+boots - 3000 Rubles per person for the whole tour;
Hope this service will help you to keep warm in cold Arctic climate and enjoy your Murmask tour :-) So if you need to rent clothes,
please tell about it in advance :-)

Why to choose us in Murmansk :-) ?
We understand that people would like to compare our offer with offers of other guides and agencies. So please pay
their attention to these points when they compare:
- Try to search feedbacks about agencies in internet to check the experience that other tourists had with them. Better try
to find feedbacks after tours on last season (September 2017 - April 2018). Unfortunately there are some agencies in
Murmansk which provide tours of poor quality and don't care about their customers.
- Husky ride. Ask about distance of ride :-) many agencies offer short ride of 400 meters only but don’t say about it.
We offer longer distance of 1500 m. This is totally different emotions :-) and usually husky become one of the most
exciting experiences of the tour. But with short 400 meters ride you will not understand anything.
- Reindeer ride. Some companies take you to the Saami village where it's impossible to ride reindeers, only feed them. We
offer reindeer riding as well :-)
- Some companies offer Aurora hunting only for 3-4 hours (or some other limited time), but for us it sounds like a trick :-)
Sometimes it takes much more time. When the weather is bad we need to go around 100-150 km from the city, because
it's the highest priority of the tour for you to see Aurora. And nobody can guarantee you when it will happen for 100%.
What if you come and Aurora doesn't appear after 3 hours (besides usually these 3 hours start from your hotel and
include time for driving back to hotel). Or what if it will happen earlier before you left your hotel (because you have
limited time, they won’t start hunting early). In this case you can miss Aurora at all. So the whole purpose of your trip
would fail. Or what if after 3 hours Aurora just started and they say that it's time to go back? In this case you'll need to

pay extra money for every extra hour :-) Of course if the weather will be good, you can be lucky and see Aurora, but if
the weather is cloudy - you will miss it. Aurora hunting is quite complicated process. You need to check forecasts,
change locations, follow clouds to find clear sky, etc. But in case of such tours they just bring you to the parking which
is closest to the city and wait. So at the end you can have a tour without success for Aurora or you'll have to pay extra
money for extra hours :-)
- Ask if other agencies include photos of Aurora in the tour price? If not, you have a risk to save money on your
memories. Even if you have good camera, you can take pictures of Aurora, but it's quite difficult to take pictures of
people with Aurora. And also try to search in internet their photos of Aurora and people+Aurora to check the quality. If
can't find - ask them to send their photos to you.
- Lenin Icebreaker is a huge ship and very interesting museum, during excursions you can go inside of the ship and
learn a lot about exploring of Arctic with the help of Icebreakers. Unfortunately many agencies don’t bring tourists there
during city tour. So ask them if they include Lenin Icebreaker in the City tour or you need to pay for this extra.
- Do they include riding with snowmobile in Teriberka? We include, because it makes a lot of fun, but many agencies
don’t. Sometimes they offer you to pay extra for snowmobile and if you don’t want – you can go there by foot (around
1-2 hours one side through deep snow and cold strong wind)
- We stay with you during lunches and dinners! We really sure that good trip depends not only on places that you visit and
people who travel with you (both are very important of course), but another one ingredient of good trip is the food that you eat!
And of course, delicious local food in good tasty places makes your tour even more exciting! Murmansk is a city on the very
North of Russia, so local cuisine is a mix of traditional Russian and Nordic food! Nowadays, Murmansk becomes very popular
destination, that's why you need to book a good restaurant in advance, as sometimes it's impossible to get there because
everything is full! During our tours we book in advance and visit best restaurants of Murmansk like Tundra, Royal Hunt, Kruzhka,
Teriberskiy Bereg, Terassa and others with you! Also we stay with you during lunches and dinners to recommend you the most
delicious food for you not only enjoy beautiful nature, but also to try the most delicious dishes of our cuisine because we really
sure that good food is one of the main parts of good travel ;-)

- You need to ask whether you have private tour or not. And if the tour won't be private, ask if they provide some
discounts in this case or not. Also ask about size of group. Many agencies mix groups up to 40 people. Are you sure that
you want to be a part of it? ;-)
- Ask to confirm that the price they gave you is the final fixed price. This season prices will grow because many
partners increase the price. But many agencies still use this trick - they tell you the price, but closer to the tour they
notify that unfortunately price changed and you need to pay extra.
- We are the only company that offers movie about the trip after the tour (for extra cost). Of course if you need only
photos – it’s not an advantage. But if you want to save your memories with video, we can do it as well :-)

- We provide maximum care and attention to every tourist, and we are always with them from early morning till late night
(unless people want to have some rest). We help to check in (not just drop near the hotel, because in some places the
staff doesn’t speak English), if there are a lot of ladies or old people in group, we help with the luggage, we stay with a
group during lunches and dinners to recommend good food and just to chat together (many guides and companies just
leave people in the restaurant and pick them up after dinner) and we even assist if our tourists had some issues/troubles
or just need help in Russia (before or after Murmansk trip) :-)
So we include all “must do” things and places for you not to miss anything funny and important and get your best
adventures in Murmansk for final fixed price. Of course you are free to choose any tour you like for any price. But now,
when you have all this information, you can ask questions, check details and compare offers with these important points
for you to get your best experience in Murmansk ;-)
Waiting for your reply :-) And if you have any other questions or need some recommendations - feel free to ask :-)
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